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introduction

This is a another update on activity and safety in the 

agricultural sector, with activity and accident rate 

information current to September 2019. Like the 

previous updates it includes further details about 

accidents,  incidents and defects reported this year 

to date. If you have questions or comments about the 

information then please contact me at Joe.Dewar@caa.

govt.nz. 

sector size

There are currently 105 active Part 137 operators. There 

are 376 aircraft on Part 137 OpSpecs – 276 helicopters 

and 100 aeroplanes. The largest category of operators 

are those with 1-2 aircraft:

Agricultural Activity

The series of charts below provide a breakdown of 

activity per quarter up to March 2020. Overall there 

were 11,661 fewer tonnes applied in quarter one 

of 2020 compared to the same quarter last year, 

primarily driven by fewer liquid tonnes on for helicopter 

operations – 7,576 fewer liquid tonnes were applied by 

helicopters compared to quarter one 0f 2019.

I know that there is significant interest in the sector 

about the amount of activity carried out in the second 

quarter period (April – June) of this year. This data is still 

coming in – if you have not yet submitted activity data 

(flight hours and agricultural tonnage) then pleased do 

so. Once this is in I will develop a report to update you 

on this and distribute it as soon as I can.
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accidents in 2020

There were 6 accidents on agricultural operations in 

2019 and there have been 3 in 2020 to date, one of 

which was fatal. Descriptions of the 2020 accidents are 

provided below.

January

Hawke’s Bay

AS 350

Loss of control - performance management

On the third load of the morning the aircraft failed to 

achieve take off before the end of the airstrip. The 

aircraft dropped over the end of the airstrip, banked to 

the right and whilst vertical has hit a tree with its right 

wing and then impacted the ground shortly afterwards. 

TAIC are investigating the accident.
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The aircraft was engaged on wilding pine spray 

operations. As a result of the helicopter’s low speed 

and the variable wind conditions at the time, tail rotor 

control was lost and the machine crashed, ending up 

on its side in a clearing with substantial damage.

April

Wairarapa

Cresco

Takeoff accident



During wanding operations the RH passenger door 

was not shut by pilot prior to takeoff. A precautionary 

landing was undertaken without incident and the door 

closed correctly. The pilot had neglected to undertake a 

final pre take off walk around.

While the aircraft was parked awaiting the second 

load of the sortie, the loader contacted the flap on 

the starboard side of the aircraft. The operation was 

ceased. The maintenance provider was contacted. 

The loader operator was new and had approached the 

aircraft from a non-standard angle. A replacement flap 

was fitted.

May

Nelson/Marlborough

Hughes 500

Main rotor blade strike - terrain

During wilding pine clearing operation, the main rotor 

blades came into contact with terrain. Following the 

main rotor strike, the pilot was able to safely land the 

helicopter.

other occurrences in 2020

Details are provided below of some other significant 

incidents and defects reported in 2020 to date.

February

Otago

Cresco

Ground crew

March

Southland

R44

Ground handling

May

Southland

R44

Main rotor blade strike

While on a boundary run on agricultural spray 

operations, the pilot inputted right cyclic to come on 

line. This input caused the right hand tip of the spray 

boom to contact a willow tree. The pilot landed and 

found that the carbon spray boom had cracked around 

the contact point.



February

Waikato

Cresco

Elevator trim system

During the take-off roll, the electric trim motored 

to almost full up without pilot activation. The pilot 

managed to pull the circuit breaker and then re 

trimmed with the manual trim to a neutral position. In 

the process ended up with a high torque and ITT due 

to not being able to reduce power because needed 

two hands to keep the aircraft straight and level due 

control forces.

During the maintenance investigation, the elevator 

trim C/B was reset and the system functionally tested - 

no faults found.

The trim switch was removed and the wiring/

connections inspected with nil defects found. The 

system was operated through the range of movement 

multiple times without defect. In the interests of safety, 

the trim switch was replaced.

January

Northland

Fletcher

Elevator cable jam

The aircraft returned to home airport following 

restricted movement in pitch during topdressing 

operations. It was found that the elevator cable 

lower aft-most pulley was jamming intermittently. The 

pulley was removed and inspected, revealing a dried 

“brick” of fertilizer hardened in the pulley recess, 

with a subsequent cam effect causing the cable to 

jam against the keeper. Cable inspected and found 

bunched at contact point, cable removed from service. 

Further inspection revealed broken internal strands. 

Noted recess behind pulley filled with fertilizer.

January

Otago

AS 350

Cargo hook

During preflight inspection the cargo hook was found 

to be stiff in operation. On engineering inspection it 

was found that the load beam pivot shaft had migrated 

through the load beam and became disengaged from 

the support bearing on one side.

February

Dargaville

Fletcher

Flight control

After landing back at Dargaville and plane shutdown, 

the pilot noticed the control stick (in pitch) resisting 

and what sounded like a rubbing noise in the cables 

rear of the cockpit.  The leather sealing sock had a 



Pilot reported elevator trim system stuck in the up 

position. After troubleshooting the maintainer found 

the elevator trim control box wasn’t reversing polarity 

hole worn in it which allowed enough fertilizer into 

the rear of the fuselage to fill the cavity of the lower 

elevator cable pulley bracket. This impeded the 

movement of the cable. The fertilizer was cleaned out 

and the sock was replaced. Image below.

February

Hawke’s Bay

Cresco

Elevator trim control box

to the motor. The control box removed and replaced as 

required. Removed control box returned to operator so 

they can send it away for further investigation.

February

Wairarapa

Hughes 300

FCU

Prior to flight while the aircraft was warming the aircraft 

immediately began to run rough. This continued for 

approx. 3 minutes until it began to run smoothly. 

The engineer was notified and suggested that the 

operator mix Avblend as the engine was a factory 

overhauled engine and had only done 18 hours. The 

engineer thought it may be a sticking valve. Avblend 

was ordered. The operator had another occurrence of 

the engine running rough so decided to take it to the 

engineer for a 50 hour inspection as per manufacturers 

requirements where they checked the valve guides and 

all were within limits.

The operator bought the helicopter back and 83 hours 

into the life of the engine it had another occurrence of 

the engine running roughly again.

It was flown back to the engineer, who added Avblend 

and changed the FCU. THe oeprator not had a problem 

since that check and the aircraft has flown another 15 

hours since.

The FCU was sent back to the maintainer for inspection 

as it was a factory overhauled unit.



The propeller was reported to be erratic in operation - 

the propeller was found to be notchy.  Fractures found 

in the outer bearing race with the fragments having 

scored the interior surface of the blade clamp. Repair 

of propeller carried out IAW Hartzell manual 118F rev29 

- Parts were inspected and reinstalled. The maintainer 

noted that “this type of fault has occurred in the past 

and usually starts from wear at the partline of the 

split race. Any wear is usually picked up at scheduled 

inspection or overhaul before it can progress to failure. 

The outboard race is always the side that wears, 

presumably due to shouldering most of the operational 

load in comparison with the inner. We will need to be 

more vigilant and replace these races at the slightest 

sign of wear”.

Upon inspection/lubrication of the elevator trim aft 

cable, it was found that the cable was un-spiralling. The 

flex drive was removed and replaced, and the original 

March

Waikato

Cresco

Propeller

March

Hawke’s Bay

Cresco

Elevator trim cable

sent to the operator for further investigation. Image 

below.

March

West Coast

AS 350

External load

External spreader bucket operation. New strops 

(synthetic) with jacketed covers, velcro secured had 

been fitted to the spreader bucket and this was to be 

the first job with these new lines. The previous lines 

had time expired. On the first load out the front line was 



noted by both pilot and crew to be fluttering/vibrating. 

This sometimes happens with jacketed lines as they can 

catch the airflow and flutter. Carried on to the block but 

the bait would not sow so returned to the load site to 

rectify. Heading down the valley a thump was felt and 

looking at the mirror pilot could see that the jacket had 

ripped about 1m up from the bucket end. The velcro had 

undone and the cover was trailing back towards the tail. 

Aircraft slowed and continued back to the load site.

March

West Coast

Bell 206

Loss of control - performance management

The helicopter was conducting a spray run.  Shortly after 

lift-off, the helicopter sank into the crop.  The starboard 

spray boom came into contact with the crop and ground 

and was broken off.  

The operator advised that a combination of factors led 

to the occurrence.  The wind was reported as variable.  

The previous spray run had taken off to the north after 

a period of departures in a southerly direction.  Prior to 

the occurrence spray run, the pilot had walked out into 

the paddock to determine the wind, which was reported 

to be a south-westerly of 3-4 knots.  The pilot decided 

to take off to the southwest and did so, however, in the 

short time between making the decision and taking 

off, the wind appears to have swung back to a more 

norwesterly direction.  The takeoff was made in a tall 

crop paddock.  Tall crops diminish ground effect.  The 

combination of the small tailwind and reduced ground 

effect led to the helicopter sinking after lift-off.  

The operator advised that the occurrence was discussed 

by all staff and management immediately afterwards, and 

again at the March safety meeting.  It was agreed by all 

that the wrong loading site had been chosen due to the 

height of the crop at the time.  Due to the reduction in 

ground effect that occurs in this situation, the operator 

determined that future operations would not occur out 

of loading sites where this may be a factor.  The Safety 

Manager also advised that they have diarised a reminder 

for January 2021 to ensure all personnel maintain an 

awareness of this.  

March

Wellington

R66

Engine fuel system rigging

Engine FCU fuel cut off and throttle found at 100hr//12m 

Airframe inspection to be rigged incorrectly resulting in 

the control cables having next to no protrusion through 

the control bolts. This is caused by no following the 

correct procedure when installing the FCU/Engine which 

was installed at airframe TSN: 1603.80 on the 04/12/2019. 

There was also no compass swing carried out post 

engine installation IAW NZCAA AC43-7 Part 1. Engine 

FCU fuel cut off and throttle re-rigged IAW Robinson R66 

M/M section 76 to have correct cable protrusion IAW 

Figure 76-3.

Compass Swing carried out IAW NZCAA AC43-7 part 

1 using Tooling RST-76 Due calibration 30-Aug-20 

calibration card fitted to helicopter. Image below.



March

Waikato

750XL

Wing bolt

During a 300hr Inspection the RH Aft wing nut found 

loose. The bolt had worked the pal nut off and nylock 

was pushed to the end of the thread.

While inspecting the wing bolt area the engineer noticed 

the bolt was pointing in an odd direction upon touching 

the nut and bolt assembly it was found loose - this led to 

finding the Pal nut (secondary locking nut) was missing, 

it had been pushed off the bolt by the primary nut 

migrating its way off the bolt

With further inspection it became evident that the wing 

fuselage attaché was loose at the rear area.

Further damage was found where the wing lug and the 

fuselage lug had been working against each other.

Along the top of the wing between the wing and the fuse 

was showing signs of stress. The wing was removed and 

repaired and new bolts were fitted.

April

Waikato

Cresco

Hopper lever

After takeoff the pilot was unable to move the hopper 

lever to release the load of fertiliser. The pilot landed at 

another airstrip where he was able to jettison the load 

with external assistance.  Found that the port hopper 

lever pivot block on the aft lower cockpit was very 

loose. 1 bolt had fallen out and the other 2 were very 

loose. This allowed the pivot block to move up and 

down approximately 1 inch which moved the hopper 

lever sideways more than 1 inch jamming the lever in 

its quadrant. 3 new bolts fitted tightly. The other 3 bolts 

on the starboard side check tightened. The hopper box 

control system inspected for function and security.

May

Tararua District

AS 350

Cyclic friction

Pilot reported leaving the helicopter running at ground 

idle to inspect the fertiliser bucket. Heard an unusual 

noise, looked up and saw rotor disc had tilted back. Pilot 

re-centred the cyclic, insufficient cyclic friction. Engineers 

called to inspect.  MR Droop Stops took majority of the 

force, and found bent, one cracked. Droop stops and all 

main rotor hub bolts to be replaced.



May

Central North Island

Hughes 500

Oil system - maintenance

Pilot landed to find oil splatters over the cowl doors. The 

helicopter had flown approximately 3 hours since return 

to service from a compressor change. On opening of the 

cowl doors the pilot found two nozzles that were meant 

to be lock wired not completely closed which allowed 

the oil to leak. Engineer confirmed this was the cause. 

Pilot refilled oil and closed nozzles. The investigation 

report identified several human factors elements relating 

to maintenance. The report noted:

“Human factors weigh in heavily with this incident. One 

of the engineers would normally carry out the work, 

and the senior engineer would check it afterward, this 

time the senior helped to speed up the turnaround time 

and they both missed the drain blanks being correctly 

fastened. There was no apparent oil leaking during the 

ground run and no leak on post flight check. 

Normally one engineer would carry out the work, while 

a senior engineer would check this work. In an attempt 

to speed up the turnaround time (stress factor) both 

engineers worked on the aircraft at the same time. 

Subsequently both who had been working on the aircraft 

missed the drain blanks being correctly fastened”. Image 

below.

June

Ruapehu District

Hughes 500

Maintenance

While conducting low level spraying operation the pilot 

noticed smoke coming from out from the cyclic area/

beneath their seat. Emergency landing carried out. On 

inspection, they found a pair of electrical crimping pliers 

under the pilot’s seat. These had crossed two terminals, 

creating a short. It was found that during previous 

maintenance, the crimping tool had been inadvertently 

left under the seat while electrical work was carried out. 

The pilot noted that while they have always carried out 

through preflight inspections after maintenance, they will 

take greater care in questioning what has been done, 

if tool control has been completed, and would inspect 

any work where an engineer was working alone and 

duplicate checks weren’t required. The pilot also would 

encourage engineers to leave covers off until inspection/ 

preflight is complete so difficult to see areas can be 

inspected.


